Books In Print® combines the most trusted and authoritative source for bibliographic information with powerful search, discovery and collection development tools that make books easy to find and collect. Containing over 40 million books – in print, electronic, audio and multimedia titles, it provides a global look at what’s active, what’s out of print and what’s forthcoming. Libraries worldwide find Books In Print especially valuable, relying on it to create wish lists and find titles, ebook platforms and publishers.

Books In Print is available in two subscription levels:


**BOOKS IN PRINT PLUS SYNETRICS UNBOUND**

Books In Print® now features enriched content elements such as recommendations from Syndetics Unbound, in collaboration with LibraryThing, for powerful search and discovery from the most trusted and authoritative source of bibliographic data. It’s an unparalleled reader’s advisory tool.

• Leap from book to serendipitous discovery of titles to add to your collection.
• Reader’s advisory from the world of books encourages collection growth and diversification.

“I can’t think of another service that equals the combination of bibliographic detail, attractive information, and powerful searching I enjoy whenever logging in to Books in Print.”

– Selection Specialist

**WHY BOOKS IN PRINT IS THE LEADING BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATABASE FOR LIBRARIES, PUBLISHERS, AND RETAILERS AROUND THE WORLD:**

• Authoritative, rich bibliographic database
• Services both the Academic and Public markets
• 40 million titles globally
• 40 professional review sources
• Wholesaler stock availability
• No advertising – no links out
• Features forthcoming and out of print titles
• Comprehensive Publisher Authority Database
• ISBN/Author/Pub info direct from ISBN Agency
• Patron accessible

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.